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About This Game

Humanity has failed itself through pollution and war. After a century of political tension and countless armed conflicts, Earth is
now on the verge of being uninhabitable. A communication from deep space gives us the chance to leave our dying planet and

start over, by migrating to Eos, marking the beginning of the era of ‘Pax Nova’. But will it be enough to save humanity?

In this sci-fi turn-based 4X strategy game, you may choose one of several factions divided between three races, and establish
yourself in Eos. Explore new worlds and new star systems filled with exciting secrets as well as terrible dangers. Build great

cities and expand your influence through efficient diplomacy, or prepare for battle on land and in space when diplomacy fails or
for when you’re just a warmonger.

Explore your world and beyond...

Planets are much more than just a collection of stats. Your civilization will soon want to know what’s outside your atmosphere
and will look forward to discovering, colonizing or even invading new worlds. Each planet is procedurally generated with

different biomes and various challenges, and is filled with numerous secrets, creatures, characters, factions and much more.

...including space itself

Space itself hides numerous secrets but many dangers as well. Pirates, space creatures and other beings will try to hinder or help
your progression throughout Eos.
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An epic space opera

Three different races, all invited there, provide a choice from a total of 15 factions. Each faction has their own play-style and
challenges. Unveil the past of Eos and define its future! How you do it however is entirely up to you.

Dynamic diplomacy systems and political landscape

New diplomacy options can be unlocked depending on your traits, technology, specific events and more.

And much more

 Discover Eos’s secrets and solve quests, build space bases and outposts

 Unique victory conditions for each player

 Unit and ship customization

 Randomly generated tech tree (Coming soon during EA)
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Title: Pax Nova
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Grey Wolf Entertainment
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 9 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8 , 10 - 64 bit

Processor: 3.0 Ghz Intel Core i3 or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Additional Notes: System requirements may be subject to change.

English
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The game just fails to engage, all the options are bland and uninteresting, from not really feeling like the tech i'm researching
gives me anything, to not really feeling a major difference between this or that district i built, to ground (infantry) and armor
(motorized) units being nearly identical.

Its a 4X game with multiple planets you can explore, that fails to give you that feeling of exploration.
Its a strategy game in which every choice is essentially the same.

I might come back and take a peek at this in a year or so... but for now its very much thumbs down.. Provisional thumbs down
May 2019:

Far too slow (loading screens, switching between pages, long turn times) and illusion of variety means you can spend a lot of
time doing nothing.

PN is instantly attractive, good graphics, nice looking environments and 4X is a win. It's been compared to Fading Suns, but it so
far lacks anything like the fluidity or pace of that old title. This is my major beef. There are a few minor glitches, dodgy text,
some diplomatic text is broken and occasionally saves will corrupt. These are only low key annoying. The beef is just how slow
it is. Running off an SSD page loads are slow, turn times are long even at the start. I'm getting substantially longer turn times
than the last two versions of Civ. This means you spend a lot of time waiting for it to do something, not actually doing anything.
And when it comes to choice, this is actually very limited. There's an extensive tech-tree, actually multiple tech trees. But you're
ultimately chasing +1 bonuses here or there, very minor buffs to units, and unlocking technologies that logically you'd already
have. So far I've played six games in a day and just grew bored, in part because my saves would corrupt so I couldn't savescum
after being hammered by an 'easy' AI (also I'm just not great).

Life is just too short to spend hours clicking 'end turn' waiting for the AI to churn. The devs really need to optimise the loads,
rationalise the tech tree, review the IU (lots of extra clicking that could be cut down with a few interface changes), and I'd also
suggest another go over the environments. They're just reskins of the same plains, hills, mountains, oceans in different colours.

All beef aside, there's also some gold here. PA is starting off as a really lean, more characterful experience than some of the
other full-release 4X titles which are pointlessly bloated with samey races and hundreds of identical planets. It's just early
access.. It has hexes on land, hexes in space, and star lanes. There are parts of this game that looks like Civilization, Galactic
Civilization, and Master of Orion. It's an interesting concept, but I fear that this game is prone to sell you DLC that serves only
to fill in the intentional gaps.

Which is a shame because this was a game that could've knocked it out of the park, in a genre that's already congested as it is,
there was hope in the hearts and minds of strategy players and it sort of dropped the ball for now. I'm hoping this game finds it
identity when it comes time for a full release, because it feels shallow and barren.

The 'music' in this game is how I feel about the game currently, it's all soundscapes right now, eerie and emotionless noise. But
just like walking through an empty house, you can start to see where everything could go. It's a face without facial features, so
hopefully they'll add some flavoring and identity to a promising foundation.

I still recommend this game on the promises it sets out to fulfill, it's a shiny new toy and as a fan of 4x I don't get to experience
something new all that often. So here's hoping it'll be a great game in 3-5 years!!!. I love Beyond Earth, but have wished for a
while it have more balance and depth. That is exactly what this is. Yes, it needs more polish. It's hard to tell where the tiles are
sometimes, sound effects are god awful, what you expect from early access, but the gameplay is spectacular! Building an army
of flamethrower tanks to attack the enemy, murdering aliens by the bunch, the game has a sandbox style where you will never
get bored of the wackiness. Yes, the AI isn't smart, but it also isn't bad. It is aggressive, and forces you to play it. It is not dumb,
it is just systematic. It is more of a bar filling than a smart unpridictable system, which is good and bad. I played for an hour and
a half today, and hope to play for many more. Best of luck to the devs!. This game seems very promising with interesting
strategic decisions. It's mostly played on the surface of a randomly generated planet, but you can build ships and travel to other
star systems. The factions are distinctive and play differently with interesting unique traits. The most immediate unique trait of
the game: you must have a district manned by a citizen in order to collect the resources (food, production, or research) from a
tile. The slow rate of population growth makes the early game involve a lot of "next turn," but once you get a couple of medium-
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sized cities things pick up. You can design custom units with equipment you have researched. Diplomacy and research options
are fairly standard, the latter of which is similar to Endless Legend (split into tiers). The "paths" feature gives you bonuses for
choosing research and completing quests in a certain theme. Edicts give you some options as well. I had a problem loading my
first saved game, but did not have any issues loading my second. Already a fairly complete game, I'll be looking forward to
improvements in Pax Nova throughout early access.. I'm a little ways in on this game so far and I'm enjoying it quite a bit. 4x is
my genre. I like the wide variety of factions and the style of the game. I'm going to put some of the issues in the cons section
that I hope will be fixed. Overall I'm giving this a buy recommendation even as it is. Very playable so far. Can only get better.

Pros
-Managing both space and land is a lot of fun, and it's pretty complicated. It adds a lot of depth.
-Combat is satisfying. The one-unit-per-tile leads to a lot of combined arms advantages and strategic methods.
-A wide variety of systems to explore
-Building up cities has depth and is interesting.

Cons
-Graphics are kind of watery and makes it difficult to tell who owns what territory and units
-AI is not smart. It just builds units and hurls them at you like suicide waves.
-Diplomacy ... needs work. They automatically declare war if you're weaker and sue for peace if they're losing. There's a lot of
counters for diplomacy ... trust, respect, etc but they don't seem to be activated yet.
-Controlling this much requires some automation. Take a page out of the old Alpha Centauri and let us set up some patrol
points.
-Make better use of the terrain and tactics for one unit per tile. For instance, flanking attacks and morale bonuses for adjacent
friendlies.

Overall, this is a great game so far and well-priced.
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Not very hard but a pretty solid 4X never the less.
It has some original ideas, like the space and terrain gameplay, and it looks amazing for an indie game.
It is still an unfinished product at the moment, so there is a lot of work for the devs until release. Anyway, i will keep playing it
for sure, and hope that it could reach its full potential.

For now i give an enthusiastic thumbs up for a job well done, i am sure they can use the push, and lets hope they can deliver a
polished product in the end.. Negative Review for now. I actually think this game has huge potential, however right now in early
access, the pacing is all off.

I acheived a science victory on my home planet, without even leaving my solar system with an explorer. So with that kind of
pacing, it begs the question, why even both with the stellar and interstallar portions of the game?

Additionally, there were many turns (over 50 easily) where I actually did nothing but hit end turn again. This is just another
example of the poor pacing.

The underlying systems in the game are pretty solid, I like the game play and the atmosphere, so hopefully the devs can address
the pacing and\/or balance issues and implement a solid patch or two.

Avoid whilst in early access I think.. Ouch! Here we go again. Another small developer throws their game into the grinder of
Early Access "reviews". A half baked cake, a half written book is pointlessly attacked and defended in review format. Who
"reviews" an unfinished product anyway?
Who's the biggest idiot? Me? for buying it. The developer? for launching it (for the extra funding of course). Steam? for
allowing reviews of an unfinished game. Or is it this growing group of negative reviewers who downvote prematurely released
games for the most spurious of reasons (even though the games are obviously not finished) therefore damaging their chances of
future success. Which is why I feel obliged to leave a positive review to limit the damage!
I urge anyone interested in the game (or who wants to make constructive criticisms) to visit or post on the discussion pages as
well. Or you can watch youtube videos and other online previews by people who are well informed about strategy games before
you buy. That's what I did. And the game was exactly as I expected. A well above average game with a solid foundation that
could be one of the greats in the 4X genre.

Edit: Having said all that, after a second look, there are quite a few well written, positive reviews here which describe the game
and it's mechanics pretty well!
Also, playing the game for longer I've been surprised what a slow burning, atmospheric and unique game it is. Once you get
used to the slower pace and rhythm of the gameplay it becomes pretty compulsive. No major game breaking bugs or problems
yet after 200 odd turns, although there are quite a few unpolished and not yet fully developed features, as you would expect.
Whoever humorously called this 'one more turn' the game, claiming there was little else to it, must have played a different game,
or at least a much earlier version of the one I'm playing. It's a great 4X in development with shades of other classics like Alpha
Centauri, Pandora and the Endless games. Excellent.. In early access the game is currently a 6.5 out of 10 with a lot of potential
to get better.
My Expectations of the Devs:
To make this game at least an 8 out of 10 they need to do three things.
1. Fix minor bugs. No biggy, it's early access...I can be patient.
2. Double or Triple the length and volume of the tech trees. The trees need A Lot More MEAT On Their Bones and Waaaay
Stronger Weapons.
3. The Artwork is not Quite Ready for Prime Time. Please Improve. I have seen much better artwork out of Iceberg Interactive
previously.

Currently, I like the game and have enjoyed playing these past few days. Without at least two out of three of the above fixes, I
will likely tire of it after a few weeks. Crossing my fingers the Devs make it better. :-). I know it's early access but game is so
unbalanced, AI is dumb and playing even on hard difficulty is not a challenge at all especially if you are after science victory.
At this point it's waste of time. Hope they can significantly improve the final product.. Pax Nova is that gem of a 4x I've been
waiting years for. Taking inspiration and the best bits of every 4x game out there. You'll see many of the best bits of
Civilization, Galactic Civilization, dashes of Endless Legend, and Endless Space as well as other small 4x games sprinkled in
different area's. Having taken the best parts of these awesome games, this one really feels that way as you dig deep into it.
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I'll say right off the bat as well, that they designed this game specifically with modding and the workshop in mind, allowing for
extensive overhauls of Warhammer 40k, Dune, Star Wars, Star Trek or any other overhaul someone may want to do, and be
able to do it rather easily. This leads to anything you want changed, enhanced, expanded upon by mods possible.

Planets and Space:

The interplay between planets and space is not only challenging and fun, but adds that whole new level of immersion and layer
you never knew was missing from 4x games. Every 4x game I know of only focus's on 1 or the other, with space 4x games and
their planet building being mostly just stat mountains and points of interest to fight around. Sieging, and fights on planets being
just numbers pushing forward and back. Not in Pax Nova.

The planets are built like Civilization, and other 4x games. Complete with competing AI factions. Planets are not singularily
controlled like every other 4x space game out there. Multiple factions can claim territory on a planet, and you may be fighting
wars and defending your cities on multiple planets, while strategizing how to take out specific cities on other planets.

Diplomacy and the AI:

The AI and the Diplomacy seem to be more or less more stable and intelligent than most 4x games. That's not to say it doesn't
have its problems or is a genius, but certainly not as bad as some AI I've seen. The AI can be rather unforgiving sometimes as
well if you really let yourself become relaxed. I had 2 AI declare war on me at the same time, and work together to bring me
down. It was a real struggle, losing 2 cities on my second planet (Securing it for themselves entirely, so only they 2 controlled it),
and I was stuck in a defensive war on my last. Once the war finished, they allianced with each other for the rest of the game.

At first it sucked, but as the war kept going i realized how realistic the whole situation actually was. They pushed out the minor
faction (me) who was stopping them from completely controlling the planet, and then allianced each other permenantly to help
push other goals. I'm not saying the AI knew exactly what it was doing, or how or why, but certainly seemed to have enough
logic to it to make realistic situations such as that happen fluidly.

The AI also seems to keep track of what your government is, the policies, and what you currently seem to be trying to do, and
may act accordingly. If you had a rival settling down on a planet you've currently controlled alone, and taking up rich and
valuable land, you wouldn't be happy about it. You may even go to war over it. The AI may too. So if you plan to stick your nose
where it doesn't belong, be ready to fight for it. Or at least have enough military power to pursuade the AI it's not worth the
effort.

Tech Tree:

The tech tree is my only real gripe with the game, but only because of how small it seems to be. While I haven't fully unlocked
everything, there are only 4 tiers of tech, and each tier only has about 19 tech give or take 1 or 2. You go through them rather
quickly, and they dont lend for much divergence or specialization. It really is the black sheep of the game, as every other
mechanic is so much deeper and more complex once you pull away the layers. However, the tech tree is easily moddable, so I
won't be surprised if a mod comes out to enhance the tech tree.. If you like CIV: Beyond Earth then this will be very familiar
and should enjoy even now. Early access so definitely not the same level as polish but very familiar game mechanics
(aliens\/missions etc.)

What makes this different is the inter-planet\/galaxy scale (which i'm just starting to explore).

At the moment this is more like Civ-lite with a whole another layer (space) on top of it. Keen to see how they keep developing
it.

Very little documentation and no online help yet so if you want everything explained you might be frustrated. I'm ok with that
but others might not be.. This has amazing potential, I have honestly never been more excited about a game. It takes a lot of the
best features from a number of 4x games and combines them into one game with seemingly everything, somehow. Currently it
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needs a lot of polish though, it's very much an EA game, has a number of UI issues, bugs, broken mechanics, and balance issues,
but it seems like most of the core content is already there from what I have seen so it's just a matter of fixing things from this
point on. (Edit: Actually another look at the tech tree revealed that the game is currently fairly light on content, era 2 and 3 are
pretty small, and era 4 is empty. It probably needs about double the current number of techs, but most of what's missing is just
general advancements\/progression stuff.)

The "core" game is essentially Beyond Earth, except after a point you can build ships and go into space to colonize more planets.
You start on a random planet of one of several biomes, have some semi-hostile alien wildlife to deal with, some ruins to explore,
and it has a "path" system very similar to the Beyond Earth affinity system allowing you to shift your empire toward specific
values and unlock related bonuses (IE a nature type path that has an unlock that makes wildlife less hostile).

Unit design is closer to Pandora\/Alpha Centauri, where you have a unit "frame" with equipment slots that change not only the
stats of the unit but the function (you can take a tank frame and add an engineering module to allow that tank unit to build
outposts for example). The tech system borrows heavily from Endless Legend with tech eras that require a certain number of
previous techs (or tech points) to open up. There's also an Endless Legend style main quest line to follow (I didn't get very far
into this, but what I saw was fairly generic random style quests without that much story or lore, I don't even know if they are
faction specific or not), with various random side quests. It has some of the government options from Endless Space 2, you have
a government stance and various edicts you can enact for a wide variety of effects. The government stance comes with a point
system as well that determines which types of edicts you can use, it's very similar in some ways to the Galactic Civilizations 3
ideology system with a similar set of moral stances (good\/neutral\/evil basically), and these have an effect on interactions with
other factions.

City building works more like the Warlock games where you have a main city center and then districts you build around it to
collect resources or add functionality, there are few upgrades built into the city center though so not everything is a district.
Different districts get bonuses from different terrain features, rivers for farming districts, mountains for industry districts, sea
tiles for science districts, and there are upgrades to the districts you can unlock and build, so positioning of districts and cities is
pretty important in determining the role of that city.

Ground combat is fairly standard 1UPT stuff, units do gain exp and level up and that seems to have a really huge impact on their
effectiveness. I don't know much about the space layer yet at the time of writing this, I ran into some issues and decided to take
a break. Apparently there's a pretty huge bug right now that prevents habitable planets from generating at the correct rates, so a
"huge" galaxy is apparently 100 systems I think and on "common" habitable planets it creates like 2-3 total, and then all of the
factions start on those 2-3 planets. There were like 7 factions on my starting planet out of the I think 15 in the game, two of
them were wiped out very quickly, a third is about it die. 2 of those 3 were the only friendly ones to me. Planets themselves are
about the size of like a small or tiny map in Civ6, you can probably pack like 20 reasonably spaced cities onto one, but with 7
factions it was pretty crowed.

I'm giving it a thumbs up for now, I think as long as they don't abandon it instantly it's going to become something special. It's
on sale now 10% off and after EA the price will increase, so I want to say buy it now if you are interested and then maybe wait a
few days or weeks for the biggest issues to be fixed before getting into it, but just know that there are currently some fairly big
issues and if you really want to be safe, wait a while before buying.. Yes, I know it's early in Early Access but I wanted to get my
initial thoughts down now and after I get more playing time in I'll do more updates.
  First, some background. I've played just about every 4X space (and fantasy) game out there. Some have been ones I return to
often, others...not so much. My favorites are still MOO2 and Alpha Centauri (altho all-time favorite remains Master of Magic
and glad Wargaming hasn't screwed that one up yet!) I liked Stellaris more before they took out the options for modes of
transport....was kind of a warp fan...and I preferred the first Endless Space over 2. Also liked the Sins of a Solar Empire series.
  This game has all of the required parts...I tried playing on the Huge map and found other AI players very close and a couple
Minor Factions even closer. I usually like a little breathing room to play before I have to worry about diplomacy or warfare but
here I've already got my military research pumping up rather than the science and industry like I normally do. There are native
hostile critters running around. The tutorial seems helpful and all in all I'm reminded mostly of Alpha Centauri. But it's still
early and there is a lot more to learn. I already like it better than the latest version of 'Space Civ' so it's got that going for it. Plus,
there are a lot of factions to pick from at the beginning which is nice. I like options. And regardless if you find this something to
add to your library or not, have fun gaming!. So far, interesting. Let's see how Pax Nova plays out in the aftermath.I have really
been enjoying Pax Nova thus far. Quite addictive and i think PN has the potential to transpire into greatness. I truely appreciate
what the developers has done with their good work so far.Thank you all always.
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